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Abstract. To date, there are many tasks that are aimed at studying the dynamic changes in physical 
processes. These tasks do not give advance known result. The solution of such problems is based on the 
construction of a dynamic model of the object. Successful structural and functional implementation of the 
object model can give a positive result in time. This approach uses the task of constructing artificial 
biological objects. To solve such problems, pseudo-random number generators are used, which also find 
wide application for information protection tasks. Such generators should have good statistical properties 
and give a long repetition period of the generated pseudo-random bit sequence. This work is aimed at 
improving these characteristics. The paper considers the method of forming pseudo-random sequences of 
numbers on the basis of aperiodic cellular automata with two active cells. A pseudo-random number 
generator is proposed that generates three bit sequences. The first two bit sequences are formed by the 
corresponding two active cells in the cellular automaton. The third bit sequence is the result of executing the 
XOR function over the bits of the first two sequences and it has better characteristics compared to them. 
The use of cellular automata with two active cells allowed to improve the statistical properties of the formed 
bit sequence, as well as its repetition period. This is proved by using graphical tests for generators built 
based on cellular automata using the neighborhoods of von Neumann and Moore. The tests showed high 
efficiency of the generator based on an asynchronous cellular automaton with the neighborhood of Moore. 
The proposed pseudo-random number generators have good statistical properties, which makes it possible to 
use them in information security systems, as well as for simulation tasks of various dynamic processes. 

1 Introduction  
To date, the problem of creating sources of pseudo-

random numbers great attention is given [1 - 7]. A large 

number of different pseudo-random number generators 

(PRNG) have already been created, which form high-

quality pseudo-random bit sequences [1 - 7]. However, 

modern means of information processing and protection, 

as well as data transmission systems require 

improvement of such parameters as speed, length of the 

repetition period of the pseudo-random sequence of 

numbers, and unpredictability of each element of the bit 

sequence. A lot of attention is paid to PRNG, which are 

implemented on cellular automata (CA) [8-13]. For the 

implementation of PRNG, CA with various forms of 

organization are used (one-dimensional CA, two-

dimensional CA, synchronous CA, asynchronous CA, 

hybrid CA, etc.). The PRNG based on asynchronous CA 

(ACA) high quality was shown in papers  [9, 14]. They 

were investigated using statistical tests of ENT, NIST [4, 

15, 16], as well as graphical tests [4]. Such studies 

allowed the analysis of ACA with one active cell. 

However, in fact, ACA with several active cells has not 

been investigated. Also hybrid CA (HCA) with different 

forms of neighborhood organization for heterogeneous 

cells have not been fully investigated. 

2 PRNG based on the ACA with one 
active cell  
In their previous papers, the authors considered the 

PRNG based on the ACA, in which only one cell 

changes its state at each time point [9, 14]. The various 

types of neighborhoods of cells (von Neumann 

neighborhood and Moore neighborhood are 

investigated). At the initial moment of time all the cells 

of the ACA are set to logical "0" and "1" states, and an 

active cell is chosen. Each cell of the ACA is in the main 

informative state and can be in an additional active state 

(active cell). 

 In each time step, only the active cell can change its 

state in accordance with the local transition function, 

which it implements. After changing its state in the next 

time step, each active cell transmits the active signal of 
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one of the cells in the neighborhood of the active cell. 

That cell of the neighborhood of the active cell to which 

the active signal was transmitted becomes active in the 

next time step of the PRNG functioning. To select the 

active cell in the next time step, the active cell realizes a 

local function, the arguments of which are the signal 

values at the outputs of the neighborhood cells at the 

current time. The result of this function is the signal on 

one of the active outputs of the active cell at the present 

time. This output is connected to the active input of one 

of the cells in the neighborhood of the active cell. The 

additional active cell performs a constant change in the 

general condition of the ACA in comparison with the use 

of one active cell. This situation reduces the number of 

states that lead to the formation of signal generation 

cycles. 

In the previous papers [9, 14], the following local 

functions were used, which were performed by each 

active cell. To change the basic information state of the 

active cell, the XOR function is used. In this case, the 

arguments of such a function are the values of the own 

state signal. To transmit the active signal to one of the 

neighborhood cells, a function is used which, at an odd 

time step from the neighborhood cells in the logical "1" 

state, determines the cell with the largest number of 

enumeration. In addition, the local activation function 

determines the neighborhood cell with the largest 

number among the neighborhood cells that are in the 

logical "0" state in the odd time step. 

At each time step, the active cell state signal is read. 

In addition, in the local function of the active cell, an 

additional bit is used. This bit is a signal of the state of 

one of the cells of the ACA at each time step of the 

PRNG. A cell that forms an additional bit at any time 

can be selected according to any previously described 

law. An example of the functioning of a PRNG with one 

active cell of the ACA on Fig. 1 is shown. 

 

Fig. 1. An example of the functioning of a PRNG with one 

active cell. 

In this example, the red cell is an active cell; the blue 

cell forms an additional bit. Condition of the active cell 

changes based on cells by neighborhood Moore. A red 

(active) cell forms a bit of a pseudo-random sequence at 

each time step. The sequence of bits formed after seven 

time steps corresponds to 0101010. The numbering of 

the neighborhood cells begins from the middle upper cell 

and increases clockwise. 

The use of an additional bit as an additional argument 

of the function makes it possible to increase the length of 

the repetition period of the PRNG based on the ACA. 

The main characteristics that affect the quality of the 

PRNG on the basis of ACA with one active cell are: the 

dimension of the ACA, the shape of the neighborhood, 

the number of cells of the ACA in the initial state of the 

logical "1", the location of the cells in the logical "1" 

state on the ACA field and of the initial active cell, the 

local function of states of active cells and the local 

function of active cell transitions. 

The hardware implementation of PRNG with one 

active cell is based on the implementation of one cell of 

the ACA. The cell of the ACA consists of two parts that 

realize the local function of states and the local function 

of the active signal transmission of one of the cells in the 

neighborhood of the active cell. In addition, the PRNG 

uses a switching circuit in its structure that implements 

the connection of the output of the active cell to the 

output of the generator at each instant of time. 

In the papers [9, 14], the results of a test analysis of a 

PRNG based on ACA was described. As tests, ENT, 

NIST, and graphical tests were used. The obtained 

results confirmed the high quality of the operation of the 

PRNG based on the ACA with one active cell. It was 

determined how the performance of the PRNG affects 

such characteristics as the size of the ACA and the 

number of cells that have an initial state of logical "1". In 

addition, the influence of the shape of the neighborhood 

of ACA is been determined. In these papers, 

recommendations were given for the selection of high 

quality PRNG. It was shown that the small dimension of 

ACA with one active cell does not give high quality of 

the formed bit sequence and does not allow to form a 

pseudo-random bit sequence with a long repetition 

period. 

In this regard, studies are underway to increase the 

length of the repetition period of the pseudo-random bit 

sequence based on the use of various variants of the 

organization ACA. Other forms of neighborhoods and 

other local functions of transitions to the active state are 

considered, and the possibility of increasing additional 

active cells. 

3 PRNG on the basis of ACA with two 
active cells
PRNG based on ACA with one active cell at small 

dimensions have a number of shortcomings. With a 

small number of cells with initial states of logical "1", 

short cycles of bit sequences appear, and also the of 

single trajectories of motion of active cells are been 

appeared. 

To eliminate such deficiencies, the ACA with two 

active cells are used.  

The structure of PRNG based on ACA with two active 

cells is similar to a generator with one active cell. Only 

ACA is organized somewhat differently. The cell of such 

an ACA has a different structure since it can work in 

three modes. 

• Standby mode,  

• The mode of the first active cell, 

• Mode of the second active cell. 

The standby mode is characterized by the fact that the 

cell is set to the information state of the logical "1" or 

"0". In this state, the cell is located until it becomes 

active. In the active state, the cell can change its 

information state, or it may not change its own state. 
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This depends on the local function and on the values of 

the arguments for the local function of the active cell. 

In the second mode, the cell is active, and it functions 

as well as the active cell, as described in the previous 

section. 

If the cell is in the active state of the second active cell, 

then it performs the same functions as the first active 

cell. The only difference is that at an odd time step it 

performs a local function similar to that performed by 

the first active cell at the paired time step and vice versa. 

This separation of active cells in even and odd time steps 

is carried out in order that in the case of coincidences of 

the two active cells, one cell does not "disappear".  

The following model describes the information state of 

the active cell of the ACA. 
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 - signals on the information outputs of the 

cells that constitute the cell neighborhood of i-th cell at 
time t;  

� �tb
actli

N
j

,  - signal at the j-th activation input of i-th cell in

i-th activity mode and this signal comes from activation 
output of the cell that belongs to the cell neighborhood 
of i-th cell at time t � �Nj ,1
 ;
N – the amount of neighbor cells, that makes the 
neighborhood of the i-th cell. 

In accordance with this model, active cells change 

their state regardless of the mode of functioning of the 

active cell. However, the transmission of the active 

signal of one of the neighborhood cells for the second 

and third modes is different. In Fig. 2 the numbering of 

Moore neighborhoods for an active cell is shows. 

 

Fig. 2. The numbering of cells of the Moore neighborhood for 

an active cell. 

The numbering of neighborhood cells and the local 

transition function can be chosen arbitrarily. To select an 

effective numbering and local transition function, it is 

necessary to carry out additional studies of the generator. 

In Fig. 3 an example of active signal transmission by 

active cells in odd time step is shown.  

 

Fig. 3. An example of the transmission of an active signal by 

the first and second active cells in the neighborhood of Moore. 

The use of two active cells avoids possible short 

cycles that can occur when only one active cell is used. 

In addition, the cell can change the direction of 

transmission of the active signal. 

The second active cell disrupts the cycle in which the 

first active cell has stopped. An example of the operation 

of a PRNG based on ACA with two active cells on Fig. 4 

is presented.  

In this mode of operation of the PRNG, the active 

cells can coincide on one cell of the ACA. Therefore, the 

functions are chosen so that this coincidence does not 

affect the further operation. 

On the example (Fig.4), it is evident that at 68 time 

step, two active cells converge into one active cell and at 

the next time step they form two active cells from one 

active cell. Such a work of PRNG is achieved by 

separating the function on even and odd time steps for 

each active cell.  

 

Fig. 4. An example of the functioning of PRNG based on ACA 

with two active cells using the Moore neighborhood. 

The value of the next bit of the generated sequence at 

the output of the PRNG can be the state of one of the 

active cells of the ACA. The PRNG can also generate 

two pseudo-random bit sequences. In addition, such a 

generator can generate a pseudo-random bit sequence in 

which each formed bit is the result of applying the XOR 

function to bits of two bit of sequences that are generated 

by the active cells. 

Thus, using the PRNG on the basis of ACA with two 

active cells, it is possible to form three bit sequences. 

The third resulting bit sequence may have a longer 

repetition period than the first two cells. 

The hardware implementation of such a PRNG has a 

more complex structure, since each cell of the ACA 

operates in three modes. The cell of such an ACA has a 

different circuit realization of the active state and a 

scheme for transferring the active signal to the cells of 

the neighborhood. There are in the asynchronous cellular 

automata two active cells that realize different functions 

of the active signal transmission at each time step. In 

addition, the presence of two active cells complicates the 

switching system, which connects both active cells to the 

two outputs of the PRNG at the same time. In addition, 
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there is a need to use an additional XOR gate to form a 

third bit sequence. However, the use of two active cells 

does not reduce the performance of PRNG since active 

cells function simultaneously. 

4 Analysis of the quality of the PRNG
based on ACA with two active cells
The evaluation of the quality of such generators was 

performed using the statistical tests ENT and NIST, as 

well as using graphic tests [4, 15, 16].  

The analysis was carried out in the following order. 

First, the initial settings of the generator were set, which 

were described earlier. Then, two bit sequences Q1 and 

Q2 were formed by the first and second active cells. Also 

a third bit sequence is been generated Q3 = Q1⊕Q2, 

Which is the result of the bitwise addition modulo 2 of 

the first two bit sequences. Bit sequences were formed 

under different initial conditions and different lengths. 

ACA with dimension 10×10 and 15×15 are used. An 

additional bit for each active cell was formed by the 

ACA matrix itself. After scanning all the cells of the 

ACA, a matrix was used whose cell states were obtained 

through a number of time steps that are equal to the 

number of cells of the ACA. As neighborhoods, the von 

Neumann and Moore neighborhoods were chosen for all 

dimensions of the ACA. 

The number of initial cells equal to 53 cells for ACA 

with the dimension 10×10 was used and 10, 50 and 100 

of cells for ACA with 15×15 dimension. The location of 

cells with initial states of logical "1", as well as the 

initial locations of active cells that were used in testing 

on Fig. 5 are presented. 

 

Fig. 5. The initial installation of the ACA for performance 

testing of the PRNG. 

For each initial setup, bit sequences of length 100, 

1000, 100000, 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 bits were 

generated, which were represented by bit files. With the 

help of the developed software, graphic tests were 

carried out, which implemented two tests: 

• The histogram of distribution of the elements of 

sequence,  

• The point’s distribution on the plane. 

The results of testing the bit sequences generated 

using the von Neumann neighborhood on Fig. 6 are 

presented. The sequence length corresponds to 2000000 

bits. 

Fig. 6. The histogram of distribution of the elements of 

sequence for bit sequences formed using a von Neumann 

neighborhood. 

The use of the von Neumann neighborhood does not 

give the desired results for small dimensions of the 

ACA, regardless of the number of cells in the logical “1” 

state. The ACA dimensions 15 × 15 also do not give 

good results.  

The results of testing the bit sequences generated 

using the Moore neighborhood and have length the 

2,000,000 bit on Fig. 7 are presented. 

 

Fig. 7. The histogram of distribution of the elements of 

sequence for bit sequences formed using the Moore 

neighborhood. 

The obtained histograms showed good results of the 

first test for the accepted sizes of ACA. It is shown that 

the size of the ACA 15 × 15 does not reduce the quality 

of the generator. It is important to note that the 

introduction of an additional XOR function removes 

defects in the bit sequences of each individual active 

cell. The forms of the obtained diagrams clearly shows 

good distribution of numbers. 

The second test was carried out for sequences of 

100,000, 1,000,000, 2,000,000 bits in length for the 

neighborhoods of von Neumann and Moore. The results 

of the second test for the PRNG based on the ACA with 

the von Neumann neighborhood on Fig. 8 are presented 

for a sequence with length of 1,000,000 bits. 
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Fig. 8. Diagrams of the distribution of numbers on the plane 

for bit sequences formed using the von Neumann neighborhood 

and the length of the sequence of 1000000 bits. 

Diagrams show unsatisfactory results for a sequence of 

1,000,000 bits. The points are grouped in certain places 

on the plane, which indicates significant defects in the 

operation of the generator based on the von Neumann 

neighborhood. The results of the second test for the 

2,000,000 bit sequences using the Moore neighborhood 

on Fig. 9 are shown. Tests were also carried out for bit 

sequences of shorter length (100,000 and 1,000,000 

bits), which yielded positive results. 

 

Fig. 9. Diagrams of the distribution of points in the plane for 

bit sequences formed using the Moore neighborhood for a 

sequence of length of 2,000,000 bits. 

The test results showed a good distribution for the bit 

sequences formed by the active cells and using the XOR 

function. 

4 Conclusion 
The use of two active cells in the organization of AСA 

makes it possible to improve the properties of the 

generated pseudorandom bit sequences. Graphic tests 

have shown that the most effective is the neighborhood 

Moore. It gives a positive result for small size AСA 

when using graphical tests. The use of XOR functions 

for bit sequences formed by two active cells gives better 

results, which in graphical tests is proved. In addition, 

the length of the repetition period of the pseudo-random 

bit sequence is increased. 
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